Aftermarket Inks

AFTERMARKET INKS

If you use Roland Eco-Sol MAX 2 - 440ml cartridges, you can use MaraJet DI-SX as a direct replacement.

Marabu is a world-leading manufacturer of screen, digital
and pad printing inks. The company is headquartered near
Stuttgart, Germany – a region renowned for its pioneering
technology and engineering prowess. For over sixty years,
Marabu has been developing inks that have repeatedly
raised the bar for both industrial and graphic applications.

PRODUCT SKU

COLOURS

WKIMS440CCU2GMR

Cyan

WKIMS440CMU2GMR

Magenta

WKIMS440CYU2GMR

Yellow

WKIMS440CKU2GMR

Black

WKIMS440LCU2GMR

Light Cyan

Ariva is pleased to offer Marabu MaraJet wide format
printing inks. MaraJet inks feature excellent adhesion on a
broad range of substrates, and are the industry benchmark
for brilliant large format digital printing. Featuring a broad
colour gamut, crisp dot definition and exceptional light
fastness – for long-term outdoor use – MaraJet inks also
offer outstanding scratch and chemical resistance.

WKIMS440LMU2GMR

Light Magenta

WKIMS440LKU2GMR

Light Black

Looking for a cost effective alternative to OEM wide format
inks? Look to MaraJet inks from Ariva. Direct replacement
inks for wide format printers, users can easily install
MaraJet cartridges when current cartridges are empty and
continue printing hassle-free – no need for flushing or new
colour profiles thanks to MaraJet’s perfect colour match.
Ink properties are precisely aligned with the requirements
of the specific print head during development and the ultrafine pigment guarantees superior print head function and
service life.
INKS - SOLVENT | ECO

If you use Mimaki ES3 - 440ml cartridges, you can use MaraJet DI-LSES as a direct replacement.

If you use Mutoh ValueJet Eco solvent - 440mil cartridges, you can use MaraJet DI-LSVJ as a direct replacement.
PRODUCT SKU

COLOURS

WKIMS440LMUVGMR

Cyan

WKIMS440CKUVGMR

Magenta

WKIMS440CCUVGMR

Yellow

WKIMS440LCUVGMR

Black

WKIMS440CMUVGMR

Light Cyan

WKIMS440CYUVGMR

Light Magenta

CLEAR SHIELD
Marabu’s Clear Shield liquid over-laminate is a waterbased liquid coating for enhanced UV protection, providing
chemical and abrasion resistance for most non-water
sensitive wide format substrates printed with solvent/eco
solvent inks.
Clear Shield Classic is perfect for vinyl, polyester and
polypropylene banners. It is suitable for vertical applications
and can easily be applied with a brush or a roller.

PRODUCT SKU

COLOURS

WKIMS440CCUEGMR

Cyan

WKIMS440CMUEGMR

Magenta

CLEAR SHIELD CLASSIC LIQUID LAMINATE GLOSS

WKIMS440CYUEGMR

Yellow

PRODUCT SKU

SIZE

WKIMS440CKUEGMR

Black

WCGLS001CLU1GMR

Gallon

WKIMS440LCUEGMR

Light Cyan

WKIMS440LMUEGMR

Light Magenta

If you use Roland Eco-Sol MAX - 440ml cartridges, you can use MaraJet DI-LSX as a direct replacement.
PRODUCT SKU

COLOURS

WKIMS440CCURGMR

Cyan

WKIMS440CMURGMR

Magenta

WKIMS440CYURGMR

Yellow

WKIMS440CKURGMR

Black

WKIMS440LCURGMR

Light Cyan

WKIMS440LMURGMR

Light Magenta
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Orders: www.ariva.ca or contact your Ariva Sales Representative

CLEAR SHIELD CLASSIC LIQUID LAMINATE MATTE
PRODUCT SKU

SIZE

WCMAS001CLU1GMR

Gallon

